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read the forum for 3 days! Passage of games discuss HERE Latest Edition of FuseR; 20,000 p.m. Page 8 Rules of the Voids.net - nice communication! By agreeing to our rules, you are committed to complying with the requirements and rules of the forum, as well as the requirements of the legislation of
Ukraine, Russia and the European Union. Forum administration reserves the right to delete, modify, download or close any topic or message as it sees its best. In the forum BANS: Use in the topics: - meaningless (type of hjfrtug); Containing more than 3 digits or a combination of font-figure: 57gt2j;
Consisting only of consonant or vowel letters; - consisting of a combination of letters such as qwerty, zxcvbn and other letters that will contract on the keyboard; - double registration, and capture of niks; - the deliberate record of a very similar nick, an already existing lookalike; - use in a personal
obscenity, website addresses, email addresses, etc. - having in its composition words like administrator, administrator, moderator, moderator, obscene words, etc. as nickname you can use your real name - their right. If you break this item, you will be sent ARS with an offer to choose another nickname
(then you just change it). If ignored, the account will be deleted. Keep in mind that a member's account without a single message, as well as inactivity for more than 6 months, can be deleted and the nickname released for registration. Use in avatars: - it is forbidden to use pornographic images and
inscriptions with obscene words. Use in the caption: - links to any external resource in the subscription, without permission of the forum administration will be considered as advertising (the place of reference to your site is in the profile); - The signature must be as short as possible, preferably from a line, a
maximum of 4 lowercase; - It is forbidden to use more than 3 user bars; The total size of the drawings should not exceed 60 kilobytes; - general resolution of a maximum of 400 x 80 px - it is forbidden to use obscene and offensive expressions in signatures, as well as their semantic analogues; Tags are
disabled in the caption. We strongly recommend not to use them. If found, the subscription is deleted in full. If you break hard, you'll get a 10-day ban. When you create a theme or write messages: - make sure you create it in the section dedicated to your question (for violation - 1 warning); - Make sure
that there is no similar topic - for this there is a search (for violation - closing the theme. - It is forbidden to create the same themes and messages in different sections and topics - this will be considered as a flood. If you made a mistake and created a theme in the wrong section, write message to the
moderator explaining your error (and link to topic/message) - it will move your topic to the right section/message. (If the question relates to the topics in 2 or more sections/messages, choose a section.) (for violation - 1 warning); - Make your name reflecting the essence of your question or request. For
titles such as Help !!!, Vasya Answer or consisting of a meaningless set of letters (such as krigygmr), the theme will be removed or terminated. Remember that a well-defined question is already half the answer. (for malicious violations - warnings or prohibitions); - It is forbidden to create themes/messages
of an advertising nature (immediate prohibition); - IT is prohibited from publishing and distributing malware potentially harmful to computer software and hardware. (for violation - blocking of accounts forever); - It is forbidden to create themes/messages containing insults, Nazis, nationalists, causing ethnic
conflicts, etc. - It is forbidden to use undue letters in the upper register, because it can give the impression of your interlocutors that you are shouting at them. Be mutually friendly. In exceptional cases (to draw attention) does not apply to administration. (by violation - editing/deleting a message/theme q 1
warning); - Misuse of labels is prohibited. They are designed to highlight important points. In cases (to draw attention) do not apply to administration. (by violation - editing/deleting a message/theme q 1 warning); - It is forbidden to create messages that have nothing to do with the top theme. These
messages will be deleted immediately. (By violation - 1 warning) it is forbidden to create topics with address for a forum member. Use email or personal messages for personal communication; - Excess emine (excessive citation) is prohibited. If you need to quote the person you're talking to, just cite the
part of the message you're replying to. (For violation - 1 warning); - it is forbidden to leave messages full of Padoncaff slang. For such communication there is a special theme. The use of email from registered users of the forum for spam purposes is prohibited, and it is forbidden to send spam to private
messages. If you receive a private spam message, tell the sender's nickname to the Administrator. Discussion of the actions of the administration: IT is prohibited from discussing publicly the actions of the forum administration! If you do not agree with the moderator's actions, do not make public scandals.
All problems can be solved through a private message or email. Everyone in the administration is quite suitable people with whom you can find a common point. If you think the matter has been unfairly closed, contact the moderator via a private message and provide a reason why the topic should be
opened. REMIND ME: FORUM-LOCAL COMMUNICATION, AND NOT FILE FILES ! To store files, use file storage to photos, , and files The forum administrator and moderator follow the forum rules. Both are forum administrations. Administrators and moderators have the right to take any action provided
for in these rules, as well as any other actions they find best. Keep in mind that it may take time to answer your question. You don't need to raise your subject with messages as well?, well, at least someone (i.e. send a message to your topic, the only purpose is to remember its existence). Violators of the
rules and comments will be subject to appropriate measures until your account is blocked. The decision on the punishment is made by the administration of the forum. The administration reserves the right to delete your account and all manifestations of your activity without explanation. !!! The profile of a
user who has not entered the forum for more than 6 months is deleted (before deleting comes a warning letter). Ignorance of the rules does not absolve responsibility! The rules may be changed without notice. Any advertising can only be made on a paid basis. write in the feedback form. FuseR was last
edited; 23.02.2019 at 02:44. Page 9 Re: Nikneim Well, because this was invented a long time ago such a feature, called - labels. Just hang a name on any user, for example, or permanent nickname and it will ming somewhere near the nickname, for example, or in the profile. This is done in a hundred
lines. Practically nothing. In addition, you can display the nickname change logo in the profile, search by log. And if you try, you can come up with something else) If you try well -- then about to implement. __________________ __________________
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